
With a degree in Drama, Psychology and 
Anthropology Kay started Kayos Casting Directors 
with her husband Ross in 1996, casting 1000’s of 
local and international commercials to date.  Her 
love of human nature along with her drama 
training, meant casting was a natural fit. . 

The vision was to create a world class casting 
facility that would give clients an exceptional 
service and casting experience time and time 
again. Testimony to her success is the fact that UK’s 
Campaign Magazine voted her as one of the top 
three Casting Directors in the World in their 
‘Legends of Production’ insert.

Kay is process driven and is constantly looking for 
ways to create efficiency and simplicity.. With this in 
mind she conceptualised, designed, developed 
and launched WholeBangShoot (WBS),  an 
innovative online talent database and casting 
solution for casting directors, production 
companies, talent agents and artists. In 2007 WBS 
was bought by a Times Media company. 

To acknowledge the talent in Cape Town, Kay and 
her team conceptualised an industry specific 
award ceremony - the KayOscars - a red carpet 
event recognising actors, models and characters 
for their contribution to the TV commercial industry. 
Over the course of five years this off-beat version of 
the Oscars raised in excess of R300 000 for 
charities. 

The KayOscars are making a comback in 2018. This 
time on the Kayos Website. 

As a member of Toastmasters since 2009, Kay 
represented Southern Africa at the World 
Championships of Public Speaking in  2012 in 
America, becoming the third woman in 56 years 
to do so. She was placed 10th.
 
Kay is passionate about helping others develop 
the thinking skills required to help with one of 
the biggest challenges organisations face 
today – CHANGE. As such she runs another 
business called Kayos Thinking which works with 
organisations around innovation. Finding 
exciting and practical ways of adapting to the 
disruptions and speed of change.  She has 
worked with many South AFrican companies 
but has worked primarily with the Woolworths 
Foods teams for the last 8 years

A little more about Kay

• Grew up in Zimbabwe
• Married to Ross
• Loves hiking, walking, nature in all forms
• Walked 900 km Camino in 2011
• Sits of the Board for Shine Literacy
• A serial people watcher,

Specialisation & Accreditation

•Casting Director
•Facilitator
•B.A. Anthropology, Psych & Drama, UCT 
•E-Myth Mastery Impact Business Dev.
•Licensed Edward de Bono ‘Lateral 

Thinking’ trainer and facilitator
•Nancy Kline ‘Time to Think’ facilitator
•GTD Mastering Workflow Level 01
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“The secret to change is 
to focus all of your energy 
not on fighting the old, but 

on building the new”
Socrates
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